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1. INTRODUCTION
This study aims to reflect the wholistic approach of lslam to concepts
of labour and capital which have a unity from their spritual-material sides
and individual-social sides. Some problems a·re encountered in studi~s li·ke this. One of them is the dominion of westeren concepts in our minds.
These concepts may be useful tools to establish an initial structure of our
thoughts. This usefulness exists until the concepts of lslamic economics
are developed.
However we have to be cautious for the handicaps caused by the present westeren economic concepts. We must clean our minds from alien
elements to lslam or 'to lslamic logical fremework, gradually. Alsa it may
be necessary to make some theoritical differentiations for the convenien~
ce of the study. it may be possible and convenient to divide the lslamic
economics into two stages. First is the transitional period of lslamic economies in the transitional lslamic society. Second is an ideal practice of
lslamic economics. The basic consideration to justify this seperation is the
reality that lslamic societies have many alien concepts and institutions
·
today.
Especially the approaches made into present praqtice base, concerns
the transition period of an lslamic economy. However the canonical (fıqhi)
approaches concern .the ideal lslamic economy generally. The studies in
history may provide sb many material for each of these approaches.
2. GENERAL APPROACH
According to the lslamic law (fıqh), it is possible to divide production
factors into two groups as labour and "mal". Production and income result from these factos. On one side enterprise and organization are included in the labor concept; and the capital and natura! rescurces are included
in "mal" concept on the other side (1 ).
However, the land which is considered asa part of '·'mal" concept including natura! resources should be examined in an independent chapter.
So we are dealing with physical and intellectual effort as labor and are taking into account mobile means of production as capital.
3. WORK AND LABOUR
According to lslam,

al-ıb.adah

(worship, piety, .devotion to Allah and
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( 1) 'Abd al-RasOI, p. 7.
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good works) is the cause of creation (2). Good deeds (a'mal-e saliha) holds
very broad importance among all sorts of pieties (ibadat). An eternal life
was promised for the people who perform good deeds by believing (3).
Human being who is productive and useful to mankind, obtains the
right of being a successor of Allah Taala (Khalifatullah) on the earth as long
as he believes in lslam (4).
Allah Taala created the universe for the benefit of mankind and gave
the ruling right of it to him. Plant, animal, lifeless objects, water resources,
the earth and skies are created to satisfy the materialistic needs of human
beings (5).
lslam, just because it regards humans as charged for ruling the universe, assigns a great value to his productive power which is labour. Thus,
lslam considers labour asa whole consisting material and moral aspects.
Man and woman have to spent his life be learning and then by applying
the things that they have learned (6). in any case, no one can be regarded
as a learned person as long as there is no practice (7). Labour which is
devot~d to production holds a place in the above perspective .
. There are broad and narrow meanings of labour. Especially "amal-e
sa.leh which can be interpreted as being a moral behavior and "sa'y" which
is more eften a p~ysical effort consist of the broad meaning of labour. in
its narrow sense, labour is qualitatively a production factor only. in this meaning the term of "ajir" is used tor the labourer in fıqh books. Human's
labour, in its broad meaning, determines his status in the universe. And
it is the labor that shapes human's responsibility and determines its value
(8). There is not any difference between male and female in these points.

3.1. DIVISION OF LABOUR
Economic differentiation is accepted asa fact although social classes
do not emerge in an lslamic society. According to the Holy Koran economic differ.ences and degrees between individuals are never ignored facts
( 2) "I created the jinn and humankind only that they might worship Me" Kar-an 51156.
( 3) For example: "And give glad tidings (O Muhammad) unto those who believe and do
good works; that theirs are gardens underneath which rivers flow ... " Koran: 2/25 and
the other verses: 2/277; 4/57, 112, 124, 173; 5/9, 55,69; 18/30; 24/97.
( 4) "Allah hath promised such of you as believe and do good works ttiat He will surely
make them to succeed (the present rulers) in the earth even as He caused those who before them to suc6eed (others) ... ": 24/55.
( 5) "Who hath appointed the earth a resting place for you, and the sky a canopy; and causeth water to pour down frorM the sky, thereby producing fruits as lood for you. And
do not set up rivals to Allah when ye know (better).": 2/22) the others: 2İ29, 35, 36, 58;
5/120 ete.
( 6) lbn Majah, Muqaddimah , 34.
( 7) Darimi, Muqaddimah , 29.
( 8) "And that man hath only that for which he maketh effort. And his effort will be seen":
53/39-40.
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(9). This stratification is necessary fora lively economic activity (1 O). Wealth, ability and power differences are not causes tor feeling superiority
against others but, are means of eventual examination (11 ).
3.2 . LABOUR AND PRIVATE PROPERTY
lslam pays primary attention on labour in the case of private property
which doesn't contain labour in its base, is not legitimate with some exceptions (like inheritance). At the same time, labour must be applied in
the ways which are legal according to shari'ah. Thus, aggression, seizuring by violence and burglary against one other's property are not allowed
and are forbidden by the Shari'ah (12).
"Riba" constitutes the most important part of laborless earnings. This
means the increase in assets with no contribution by labour, and riba makes the capital to accumulate in certain hands.
3.3. LABOUR AND PRODUC TION
Labour as a factor of production is the basic element OF ECONOMIC
Activity. lslam regards labour as the most auspicious means of production
and living. The best profit is the one which is the result of hand working:
"No one consumed anything more blessed than the result of his work"
(13).
Business enterprise may be included in the labor concept in its
broader meaning. So an individual who works in his shop, farm or workshop is worker. in addition to this, any kind of legitimate economic activity
made in return of a fee forms a business relation. However enterprise
sometimes combined with capital as it is seen in the selw-employed people like shopkeeper and sometimes with labour as in the mudarib. An
whatever the business is, whether physical and materialistic or a job attributed by public, it exists in the labour concept.
Rasulullah (s.a) regarded someone's working, realizing production,
and obtaning the subsistence of his f amily as the same as djihad for Allah
Taala's sake and as praying in the form of fasting in the day time and as

( 9) "and Allah hath favoured some of you above others in provision": 16/71.
(10) "Is it they who apportion their Lord's mercy? We have apportioned among them their
livelihood in the life ot the world, and raised some of them above in rank that some of
them may take labour from others ... " 43/32 .
in
. (11) He, it is who hath placed you as viceyors of the earth and hath exalted son:ıe of y6u
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(12) For example: 4/2, 6, 10; 5/38; 6/152; 17/34.
(13) Bukhari, Büyü', 15.
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pertorming the "salah" in the night (14). Hence we can conclude that the
work altered the production hasa significant value as praying.
A production which require social responsibility becomes duty. Labour hasa social character as its individual side. Anybody who works jn a
job providing utility to society performs a "farz" (obligator act) which
should be done in any case. When those jobs are neglected, whole society becomes responsible, just because the emergency of social damage
(15).
To work is better than being burden on others even under the worst
circumstances: "Fora person subsisting his own life by carrying firewood
on his shoulder is more auspicious than ·begging anything from anyone
whether he gives or not" (16).
· Both from individual and the social viewpoints contribution of labour
to production implies an obligation. As mentioned in classical fiqh books,
t~ consume enough foods_to be able to perform regular prays is an obligatory act (17). To earn enough money tor hiiııself and his family's expenses and for his debt is also an obligatory act. ·
Such approaches show that labOur is an lslamic obligation from the individual's viewpoint. Working is an obligation from social perspective as
well. Because it also has a social character as well as a personal one.

a

3.4. LABOUR AND VALUE
Smith and Ricardo who are the fonders of classical capitalist economic theory considered labour as the source of value. According to Smith, labour of. a nation is nothing but their primary capital which provides the
substances annually consumed and those substances consist of both
the produce of labour and the things that are bougth from abroad in re. turn to domestic product. Smith also mentions that the real measure of
exchangable value is mainly labur. Besides we should not forget the interaction of capital and land in determing the value (18).
Ricardo claims that labour is the only factor consisting value. Premarxist socialists think labour as the source of value and property. Neoclassical thinkers give a substantial importance on demand in the process
of value determination, instead of labour.
Marx whose·theory is a full critique of capitalsm, depending on Ricardo, asserted labour as the only source of value. in Maxian imagery, only a
part of worker's working day is spent in replacing the equivalent of his own

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

Bukhari, Nafakat, 1.
Abu Zahra, s. 98.
Bukhari. Büyü', 15.
For exampte: al-Hatabi, s. 168.
Smith, 1, 41-48.
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value, namely, the subsistance goods that go to maintain him. Duririg the .
remainder of the day, the worker works for the capitalists. Surplus value is
nothing but 'unpaid labour" (19), and is the exploitation measure of labour
grasped by capitalists. Such and exploitation continuously makes working
class poorer and poorer. At the end worker class would revolt against prevealing power and would realize revolution rearranging a society in which
no class exists. Bukhis theory was not accounted further than ideological
approach. But this theory was not accounted further than ideological approach. Because capitalist system prevented poverty of working class especially during XIX th. century, by undertaking precautions and remedies
at the international lev~I, partially under the light of Marqian critique. Thus_
the mentioned revolution did not happen. On the contrary, integration of
wprking class within the existing westeren regimes was observed. Later
on, revolutions occured in Russia and China. However, no ona could see
the classless society. Bourgeoised bureaucracy was substituted for the
former bourgeoisie. Neither labour exploitation nor working class dissap·
peared.
of
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in fact it is
lbn Khaldur:ı. He says, "lf income and property obtained in retum to a work
and labour by individuals is earned in engagement with handcraft and indu rstries, those obtained earnings are esteemed to be the value of labour" (20). Hence we can conclude that lbn Khaldun is the first scholar in
the history of economic thought who stated labour as the source of value
and as the base of property (21). But the important thing here is the absence of ideological bias in stating labour as the source .and the base of all
kinds of value. This is not a negligence of other factors, determining value
partially, by giving an over importance to labour factor. This nothing but .
the desire to stress the vitality of labour.
Labour theory of value has an importance in terms of the classktrug~e
argument of the westeren classical capitalist and marxist traditions.
Whereas lslamic tradition considers _society as a whole, not as a composi·
tion of contratictions.
3.5. WORKER CONCEPT
The worker concept in lslam shows differnnce in comparision with the
contemporary worker cof1cept. Worker is expressed with the term called
"ajir" in lslamic fıqh. So worker is a person whose labour is hired in return
ofwage. in this case to employ a worker, a servant, a shepherd, a driver
or to give order to a tailor forms the labor-employer relations. Even the head of state, governor of a province, state staff, judges, medical doctors
ete. are regarded as worker, just because everybody who works in return
(19) Blaugh, p. 238.
(20) lbn Khaldun, il, 323.
(21) lbid, p. 320.
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ofa fee is considered as worker. in other words some entrepreneurs, artisans, teachers, doctors, engineers ete. as the labourers belong'to worker •
concept. Because th.ey are in the labour relations with the other persons
and most of them receive a wage (ejr,üjret) in return of their work. That's
why that society is the composition of workers broadly who belong to various degrees of specialisations in lsfamic doctrine. This phenömenon explains the reasons on which classless lslamic society depends (22).
According to fuqaha worker concept can be examined in two parts,
in terms of wage coming into existence both subject to labour and time,
namely ajir al-mushtarak and ajir al-has.
The first one is the person who gets wage in return to a work ora particular product as tailor, barber and so on. Also in a partnership contracts
such as mudaraba (labour-capital partnership), muzaraa and musaqat
(labour-land and tree partnership) the persori who becomes a partner by
contributing his labour to production can be included in the lslamic worker
category as ajir al-mushtarak. According to this fact artisan who works tor
everyone, shopkeeper and free professional such as doctor and advocate
are considerş as workers. At the same time they may become as employer it they employ any other worker in their business activity. On the other
hand, the worker who works tor a person or an institution only is ajir alhas. His wage is determined by th'e length of the working period and is
paid monthly, weekly or daily. As it is seen lslamic worker concept is a
broad one which includes all sôrts of entrepreneurial services even performed by artisan and shopkeeper while contemporary westeren worker
concept contains only ajir al-has(23).

3.6. EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES RELATIONS
Aqd al-ijarah (cont.ractof labour hiring) becomes an act which depen-·
des on free desire of employers and employees and creates a debt relation. Thus, the work, wage and duration must be pre-determined and the
nature of the work must be legal (24).
As it is seen personal labour contract has been valid in lslam as a principle. But there is not an argument that collective bargaining is forbidden.
However collective bargaining .system has appeared as a consequence
of industrialization in the west. At this point, it has became a fact emerged
as a result of social and economic structure containing social classes. Whereas lslam has not considered society asa composition of contratlictions.
The equilibrum between personal interest and social interest has been established by giving priority to the social one. For legacy of the collectiye bargaining system in lslam the workers and em~loyers should give
authority of representation with free volition and consent to their representatives. in the case of subjects which are not included .in previously given
representation authority, workers and employers are free in their final de(22) al-Mubarek, s. 48-49.
(23) 'Abd al-Rasul, p. 8-9.
(24) Majallah, art. 450.
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cisions. Any contract prepared by force and by threat is not legal and correct (25).
When someone contracted with worker especially for his service (whetor al-mushtarak) he must make the work himselJ and must not
al-has
her
rep'lace someone else unless employer' s acceptance (2,6).
Ajir al-has is "ameen" (trustworthy) i.e. he is not responsible for damages occured during production process. The commodity and the means of production given to his hand are "vadia" (trust). ff ali of these assets vanished without the worker's intention, they are not compensated
(27). Ajir al-mushtarak such as artisans and shopkeepers is obliged to compensate the damages caused by them.
in the lslamic wage policy, as it will be seen later, the same principles
are valid for "al-has" and "al-musht arak".
Traditionally, in westeren societies, there exist social classes with working class concept. European medieval guilds exhibit a class relation which
exists between quild-masters (oppressors) and journeymen (oppressed) in
the form of oppression (28). This phenom~non led to.bourgeoisie-proleterian
contradiction. lslamic society is very far from the worker class concept.
The proletariat who "have nothing to lose but their chains" did not appear
in lslamic societies, which established small-scale but widespread industrial system throughout artisans' associations (fityan, akhis, esnaf), and did
not let the class tradition live in the past (29).
Labour-employer relations are not absolute but are relative in the lslamic system i.e. a person can both be a worker andan employer simultaneously. This basic fact prevents worker class who subsist on labor alone
to emerge. There is no obstacle in front of a person who begins working
life with his labour to own a capital gradually. This fact makes possible
private property ta be widespread and prevents capital concentration in
certain hands. Thus distinction between property owners and people who
has no property doesn't appear and sa is not the social classification which
is the natura! cause of this distinction.
in capitalist systems, huge industry and mass production caused the
problem of workers' alienation as much as it strengthened the class contradictions. Elimination of these problemes may be provided by extending
small-scale ind.ustries throughout the country. lslamic economics must be
ready against to such problems.

3.7. PROBLEMS OF STRIKE AND LOCKOUT
Workers are employed with respect to work or on time base. in the
first case, they must finish a certain work ata reasonable time. The damage which appears as a result of worker's error is compensated by him. lf
they are working with respect to the time base, they must be engaged only
(25) Karaman, p. 40.
(26) Majallah, art. 571.
(27) lbid, art. 610.
(28) Laski, p. 120.
(29) Massignon, (1957), Vll-Vlll, 214-216;
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"Sınıf",

X, 555.

in their work in the course of this period. Because the wage is not legal
for them if they reduce the tempo of the work they should perform their
jobs faithfully without any intervension. Even theough he doesn't work at
all, because of inadequacy of working conditions, i.e. absence of raw material, electricity ete., a worker obtains his wage. Because he concluded .
a contract previously (30).
Employer is obliged to compensate worker's loss if he wants to dismiss the worker before the time of contract or the work determined. by contract is over. Because in lslam, obeying to contracts (31) and elimination
of damages (32) are essential.
Since the rights of workers and employers are determined by fıqh in
the lslamic system there is no need for the strike and lockout. Because
of the absence of working class concept in the lslamic economics there
is not also a strike right concept in lslam. That is the right of strike is not
a rule in the lslamic economics. in presence of any injustice, the strike may
be last remedy for removal of the injustice in a transitional period.
in the lslamic system wages must be just and working conditions of
labour must be humane. The disagreements and injustices that are possible to appear must be sotved by the rules of fıqh under the supervision
of the lslamic state in accordance with the benefit of public (maslaha). The
lslamic state becomes a guarantor for justice and security in business life.
Because the liberty and mutual consent is essential in contracts, the parties can not force each to accept their conditions.
in fact, the phenomenon of strike was bom as a ·result of misery of
the proleteriat of Europe in XIX th. century and was repeated frequently.
Because the factors caused strikes exist in the structure of capitalism, the
right of strike became instituted in this system. So it is not possible to observe the strike and also the lockout institutions in lslamic economics.

3.8. WAGE
·lslamic approach to wage (ejr, üjret) can be summarized as that wage
is the hire of labour whether the worker is ajir al-has or ajir al-mushtarak.
The hiring of a labour needs a contract (aqd al ijarah). Very broadly defineci labour concept leads to a very broad wage definition. Thus earnings
obtained by artisans, engineers, workers, doctors, judges and public officials can be included into the wage concept. However the profit might have been· mingled to ajir al-mushtarak's wage.
, Pre-decided wage is a necessary condition (33). The Prophet (s.a) commanded the immediately payment before workers' sweat have become dry
(34). Also, He informed that Allah Taala wi.11 become adversery.of anybody
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)

Majalla, art. 425.
"O ye who believe Fulfill your undertakings": ,5/1.
lbn Majah, art. 7, 20, 26, 27.
Majallah art. 450.
lbn Majah, Ruhun, 4.
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Bukhari, Büyu', 106; ljarah, 10.
"And for all there will be ranks from what they do ... ": 46/19.
Bukhari, iman, 22.
Karaman, Op. cit. p. 51.

Capital concept of lslam as a material fact and as a means of produc..
tion hasa concrete feature contrary to the uncertain nature of capital existing in the westeren world. Capital notion, in lslamic legal frame, is nothing but a production factor which should participate in an economic activity together with labour and obtains a profis as well as the loss in this economic activity.
4.1. "MAL" CONCEPT AND CAPITAL
lslam regards capital asa part of "mal" (property or commodity) concept which contains other items besides production factors such as capitaı; natural resources and land.
"Mal" is a thing which can be owned, can be used, carries a value
anda market price. Hence we conclude that "mal" is a thing which can
be exchanged and benefited. This definition of "mal" is the same as that
of merchandise's. The things which can be made use of but cannot be
owned, such as air and light; and the things which can be owned but cannot be benefited, such as spoiled food, are excluded from ''mal'' concept. .
Experts in lslamic fıqh classify "mal" in two groups according to its
value: "müteqawim" which carries a use value and an exchange value,
"gayr al-müteqawim" which has opposite characteristics in comparision
to "müteqawim". Money (cash), merchandise, land, foodstuffs, are some
examples of the former type. Alcoholic drinks, · park, stolen things are
examples of ''gayr al-müteqawim''. Sales, donation, inheritance and, pawn
procedures are legally approved only for the properties which are classified as "müteqawim". "Ra's al-mal" (Ser-maye, capital) is the production
factor part of the "müteqawim". This term 1s mentioned in that meaning
in Holy Koran (39).

4.2. CAPITAL AND PRODUCTION
Capital should remain continuously in the production process. lslamic
restrictions on property (40) and lslamic tax policy both prevents capital
to be excluded from production process, and provides capital to be widespread throughout the society. Because zakat causes savings (idle capital)
and commercial capital earnings to erode year by year. Therefore The Prophet (s.a) said that you mu$t trade with capital of orphans (fatherless childs)
otherwise zakat decreases it (41 ). Additionally, zakat makes somebody own
capital by including them in production process.
From one aspect we can treat capital as concentrated and accumulated labor. Then, how should an individual use the capital that he obtained
(39) See Koran: 21279.
.
(40) " ... that it become nota commodity between the reach among you ... ": 59/7; " ... They
who hoard up gold and silver and spend it not in the way of Allah, unto them give tidings (O Muhammad) ofa painfull doom,": 9/34.
(41) Malik, Zakat, 12.
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either by receiving zakat or by working? The main way of this is investment. The immunity ofa part of capital which a nieans of production from
zekat is a good example of an incentive to investment.
lslam regards capital illegal either if it does not participate production
together with labour or if it does not endue the risk of loss. Every kind of
partnersh ip between capital and labour must depend on profit sharing base including risk dually. To introduce a seperate status to capital independent from labour is to accept the situation which labour and capital are
·
against each other (42).
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(riba) both grow by exploitatio n over labour and make labour be distinguished from procedure of production. The principles of restricting and extenöing private property tor the benefit of the public interest and application of zakat canalize certain amount of funds to lower inceme groups, so
raises social affluence by strenghten ing the social fixed capital and puplic
investments.
According to the capitalistic economic theory the share which capital
gets from production is interest (or usury). Labour's share is wage, land
obtains rent and enterprise 's share is profit. Accordlng to lslam, labour's
share of production and of inceme is legitimate and lawful. in addition, because the labour is the basic factor of production, wage is the basis and
the source of inceme and possession. Ali sorts~ of interest, under the name of riba, are forbidden. These sorts of riba are riba'n-nesie (interest rised from credit relation), riba'l-fadl (exchange based upon inequality issue) and bay' al-garar (exchange based upon ambiguity; exchange of the
things whose natures are unknown and undefined).
Rent which is the share allocated ko land is controversial issue. The
Prophet (s.a) principally wanted the land to remain ·in the hands of its cultivator (43). He strictly prohibited the rent in-kind whose amount is predetermined (44). The sort of rent that is tolerated is the rent-in-cash (45). However there is another hadith that prohibits this sort of rent (46). For this
reason, merely -some of the mujtahids have accepted the hiring of land and
this sort of land (47). lf the percentag e of the shares of parties in a labourland partnersh ip (muzaraa) is predeterm ined, this sort of çiivision is lawful.
lslam considers the profit asa reward for capital. in the lslamic-system
capital must join to the production process together with labour or enterprise. lf capital and labour are seperated from each other, capital is affec(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
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Karakoç, p. 45.
Ebu Davud, Büyü', 3397, 3389.
Ebu Davud, Büyü', 3395.
Bukhari, ljarah, 22; Hars, 18; Müslem, Büyü', 86, 87; Ebu Davud, Büyü', 3400.
Ebu Davud, Büyü', 3401.
Ebu Davud, BüyO' , 3402.
Karaman, Op. cit. p. 47; Majallah, art. 1426-1428.

ted both by the profit and by the loss; But labour gets its share only if there
is positive return. This is the wage of worker in fact.
The fixed interest seperates labour from production process and destroys the enthusiasm of enterprise. lslam while prohibiting the interest, attaches an importance to the profit motive. This is an incentive to enterpri.:
se. lf terms of profit is small than the fixed interest, the investment decreases, hence seme factor of production becomes idle (49).
4.3. CAPITAL AND PRIVATE PROPERTY

There is very elese relationship between capital and ownership concepts. The most important reason of capital oppression emerging in westeren societies is the absolute ownership right that found its source in Roman law. Restricting private property subject to public interest, is an application which did not exist in the origin of the westeren culture and is reached by experiments over time. So, lslam gives the right of intervention to
state when public interest are in danger or when there is something to do
in benefit of society because it does not accept unrestricted "holy private
property" standpoint which is dominant in westeren culture.
Furthermore, riba(interest and speculation), ihtikar (black market operations), earnings caused by luxuory goods consumption, every kind of fortune games, and all kinds of ownership obtained by force, are not allowed
in lslam. Also, .lslam does not let the conditions causing them to survive,
any more. Such precautions prevents huge capital to exist. in addition to
this, zakat constitutes another barrier to unrestricted capital accumulation
and capital concentration in certain hands. So wealth becomes widespread throughout the society.
4.4. CAPITAL ACCUMULATION

The essence of capital accumulation in lslam, to hold capital permanently in the process of expenditure (infaq) and investment (tijarah). it is
forbidden to keep the capital idle (50). Also the concentration of capital
in certain hands is opposed (51). So it is aimed that a spreading capital
accumulation will occur.
Expenditures consists of the inceme of others. Continuous expenditure flow, both provides the conditi~ns for capital accumulati on and increases social affluence, because it increases the velocity of money. Commanding payments to be paid right after the work over-encourages expenditure and causes worker's inceme to lead to new incomes.
Expenditures realized to lower inceme brackets have been encouraged by being named as "infaq fisebilillah " (expenditure for Allah's sake).
(49) Mahmoud Ahmad, p. 43, 246; Mannan. pp. 175-176;
(50) 9/34. See note 40.
(51) 59/7. See Note 40.
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Same labelling can be assigned to investment expenditures which contribute to social affluence.
Mass production fact is a produce of capitalist system. However lslamic system proposes a production policy which just compansates demand.
Because prodigality prohibition is one of the basic principles of lslam (52)
Capitalist economic developmen t model which encourages propensity to consume unreasonably is never tolerated. Such development models waste sources. lslamic society does not constitute a feature as being
consumption society. lnvestment expenditures arid capital accumulation
is restricted from this aspect. lnvestment targets must consider defence
which protects independency of the state as well as containing investment
plans which aim social affluence but not squandering (53).
Thus, lslam puts several restrictions on capital accumulation like usurpation, interest, black market, gambling, exploitation and squandering
(both in consumption and in production) prohibitions.
Accumulated capital under these restrictions is a tool to raise social
welfare. Privately owned capital may be used in a more efficient and rational way than being used by government. More importantly the state must
establish a control mechanism over private enterprise.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Ac.cording to lslam there are broad and narrow senses of labour. Especially "amal-ı saleh" which can be interpreted as being a moral behavior
and "sa'y" (effort) which is more often production factor consist of the
broad meanings of labour. in its narrow sense, labour is qualitalively a pro.
duction factor only.
lslam regards labour as the most auspicious means of production, of
private property and of living. The most acceptible profit is the one which
is the result of hand wo.rking.
Labour hasa social character as well as individual one. Anybody who
works in a job providing benefit to society performs a "farz" (obligatory
act) which should be done in any case. When those jobs are neglected,
whole society becomes responsible, just because the ·emergency of social damage.
The worker concept of lslam is different in comparision With the contemporary worker concept. Worker is expressed with the term of "ajir" in
lslamic fıqh. So worker is a person whose labour is hired in return of wage. in this case to employ a worker, to give order to a craftsman creates
laborer employer. relations. Even the head of state, state staff, judges, medical doctors ete. Are regarded as worker. in partnership contracts such
as mudaraba, muzaraa and musaqat, person who becomes a partner
bycontributing his labour to production and thus the entrepreneur can be in

a

(52) " ... and eat and drink, but be not prodigal. Lo, He loveth not the prodigals.": 7/31.
(53) "Make ready tor them all thou canst of (armed) force ... ": 8/60.
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cluded in the lslamic worker category. This phenomenon explains the reasons on which clasless lslamic society depends.
All these worker categories can be examined in to parts: Ajir almustarak (the worker who gets wage in return to a work or a particular
product), or ajir al-hass (the worker works tora person ·or tor an institution). As it is seen lslamic worker concept is a broad one while contemporary westeren worker concept contains only ajir al-hass.
Very broadly defineci labr concept leads to a very broad wage definition. Thus eamings obtained by artisans, engineers, workers, doctors, judges and public officials can be include within the wage concept. Pre-decided
wage is a necessary condition. The Prophet (s.~) commanded the quick
payment betere workers' sweat gets dry. Differential wage policy is approved tor different jobs, and the social wage' is accepted.
in lslamic system laborer-employer relations are not absolute but are
relative. This basis fact prevents to emerge the worker class who subsist
on labr alone. There is no obstacle in front ofa man who beglns working
life with his labr, to own a capital from then on.
Capital is regarded as a part of "mal" concept in lslam. "Mal" is a
thing which can be owned, can be made use of, carries a value and can
be assigned by a market price. Mal al-müteqaw im which is one of the two
parts of "mal" concept includes capital. Thus capital concept of lslam as
a material fact and as a means of production has a concrete feature contrary to the uncertain nature of capital existing in wevsteren world.
lslamic tax policy by restrictions on property both prevents capital to
be excluded from production process, and provides capital to be widespread throughout the society.
·
lslam regards capital illegal either if it does not participate production
together with labor or if it does not endure the risk of loss. To introduce
a seperate status to capital independent fro labor is to accept the siuation
in which labor and capital are against each other. lslam considers the profit not the interest as a reward tor capital. lslam when prohibits the interest, attached an importance to the profit motive. This is an incentive to
enterprise. Also the interest (riba) seperates labor from production process
and destroys the enthusiasm of entreprise.
Limiting the private property subject to public interest consist an important place in islamic conception of property. The principal of absence of
circulation of wealth between riches only causes capital to be distributeçJ
to every part of society, Furthermore, riba, ihtiKar,· eamings caused by luxuory goods consumption, ·every kind of fortune games, and all kinds of
ownership obtained by force, are not allowed by lslam.
lslam prohibited to keep the capital idle. Also the concentration of capital in certain hands is opposed. So a widespread capital accumulation
is aimcal.
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